
Communication
WORKS for

those WHO

WORK at it



SMS Gateway 
for the Business Class
We are a CPaaS. And high level communicators.

sms77 is located in Kiel and started 2003 with a range 
of sophisticated products to send and receive SMS. 
Over the years, the portfolio has been repeatedly 

adapted to technical developments and now offers 
individual as well as freely scalable solutions in order 
to realize communication at all levels.

In the course of the company history as well as 

our own set aims, a focus on business areas has 

crystallized. Accordingly, we provide high-quality 
and effective services to our customers, dedicating 
ourself to their specific requirements and suggestions.

Throughout the DACH area up to far beyond 
international borders, thousands of customers already 

trust our competence. Your messaging applications are 
enriched by sms77 with clear added value, because it 
helps you to communicate at a high level.

A team with passion

technically experienced employees 

who are committed to contributing their 
ideas and holistically solving projects

Flexibility internally & externally

Long-term customer satisfaction 
above all requires reliability and 

competence at all levels

Professional CPaaS solutions

Communication Platform as a Service,
 that means cloud-based collaboration

beyon netzwork boundaries

What they say about us:



Messaging products 
to send & receive messages
Interfaces seamlessly integrated. Reliable and fast.

We offer various APIs to send messages via our gateway in direct server-to-server connection: 
Out of your application, via the sms77 webapp or simply on the go via sms77-cli - the tool for 
triggering preconfigured SMS. Numerous features mobilize your daily communication routine, 
your SMS campaign, projects and much more.

Organization: time-delay option, placeholders, emojis, labels, 
delivery reports, evalutaions, log files, contact management

Dedicated inbound system: secure return channel mit 

virtual or physical phoe number as well as keyword

Number validation: detailed data requests via
HLR / MNP Lookup, for example for porting check





sms77.io Gateway

SMSwebapp / website



API

Email2SMS
SMS2Email

Voice / Text2Speech

InboundSMS /

Two Way Messaging

sms77-cli/

SMS2SMS

Insight into our portfolio

Text2Speech: multilingual Voice API with markup language
for an interactive call design, telefon menus via DTMF etc.

SMS2Email / Email2SMS: compatible with all popular
mail clients, instant transmission, feedback and debugging

SMPP: interface with very high throughput for

messaging volumes from 50,000 SMS per day







Application scenarios & possibilities

Rescue teams, clubs and 
many more use SMS to 

coordinate teams or 

missions. Via 2Way-

Messaging members 

can immediately 

give feedback.

Coordination
Bulk SMS

In the field of commerce 
and e-commerce, 
thousands of SMS 

are send every day.

2FA

Two-Factor-
Authentication.

Marketing
Using more than

just one 
communication
tool boosts the

market value.
Scheduling

Schedule meetings, confirm
appointments, send pick-up
notices, announce evenets
- via SMS no Problem.

Monitoring

Monitor stock 
levels & 

systems.

880+
accessible
networks

95%
worldwide
SMS-able

99%
average

reading rate

<5min
until SMS

is read

FREE
scalable

& flexible

> 30
SMS / sec
via SMPP



You only pay for your actual 
consumption. Transparent & fair.
No basic fee. No minimum turnover. No contract periods. No stress.

Additional services

Sie planen etwas GROSSES?

Major customers and resellers with a monthly volume of over 10,000 SMS we offer special 
conditions. We will gladly arrange this with you in a personal conversation, by telephone, mail 
or via our ticket system. We look forward to your inquiry. 

Our prices at a glance

Price per SMS (plus 19% VAT

Worldwide sending

Own sender

Free responses  
Port numbers
Delivery reports

Flash SMS
Unicode messages

Routing

Your SMS 

0,075 €









guaranteed delivery

You are planning something GREAT?

 

MNP Lookup Virtual phone number

HLR Lookup SIM Housing & Hosting
Voice/Text2Speech

 landline per minute 0,03 € 
up to 3 keywords Free

per request 0,005 €
per request 0,01 €

mobile per minute 0,075 €

starting 19,90 €/month + Setup 9,90 €

starting 19,90 €/month + Setup 9,90 €

Inbound SMS by Keyword



sms77 e.K. 
Willestraße 4-6 

24103 Kiel

You got questions? Suggestions? 

+49 431 3014927 – 0
support@sms77.io



We find the optimal solution for your business routing.


